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Spatial scaling of central and peripheral contrast-sensitivity
functions
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Contrast sensitivity was measured as a function of spatial frequency at various eccentricities in the nasal visual field.
Eccentricity influenced resolution more for vertical gratings than for horizontal ones, demonstrating a nasal field
anisotropy. When grating apertures and spatial frequencies were varied together, by changing viewing distance,
peripheral and central contrast-sensitivity functions could not be entirely superimposed by scaling the spatial-
frequency stimulus parameter. However, when gratings apertures were designed to project a standard-sized patch
on a hypothetical vertical surface at an angle of 9 deg to the line of sight, the superimposition of central and
peripheral contrast-sensitivity functions improved. Central and peripheral contrast-sensitivity functions can be
superimposed by describing the grating stimulus with reference to this putative surface in terms of cycles per surface
distance. The surface-scaling approach leaves a minor effect of eccentricity on contrast sensitivity for vertical
gratings but readily accommodates the vertical-horizontal anisotropy in grating resolution. These findings suggest
a novel functional role for gradients in the spatial sampling of the visual field, in relation to the internal representa-
tion of the structure and geometry of visible surfaces.

INTRODUCTION
A sine-wave grating becomes less visible in the periphery.1-5
Contrast-sensitivity functions (CSF's) are depressed in the
periphery relative to more central visual-field positions, and
peak sensitivity is shifted toward lower spatial frequen-
cies.1-3 However, Rovamo et al.2 and Rovamo and Virsu 6

showed that peripheral CSF's can match foveal CSF's if the
angular extent of peripheral gratings is increased by a spa-
tial-scaling factor. Following work on the relationship be-
tween visual acuity and cortical magnification in monkeys 7

and humans,8 Rovamo et al. used estimates of the inverse
cortical magnification factor in humans as a basis for their
spatial-scaling functions. These estimates of human corti-
cal magnification factor rely on the assumption that linear
cortical magnification is proportional to the square root of
retinal ganglion-cell density. Linear cortical magnification
(M) describes the distance along visual cortex corresponding
to 1 deg of visual eccentricity and is usually expressed in
millimeters of cortex per degree of visual angle. It is argued
that increasing the angular extent of peripheral gratings in
proportion to 1/M (M scaling) provides stimuli of the same
cortical extent at different visual eccentricities and matches
the stimulus to the size and sampling density of ganglion-cell
receptive fields.

The retinal image is sampled inhomogeneously along visu-
al meridians. However, we might consider whether there
exists a surface in visual space for which radial sampling is
uniform. Johnston9 has proposed a simple geometric basis
for changes in both radial magnification and acuity with
visual eccentricity. It is proposed that the increase in corti-
cal magnification from periphery to fovea reverses the spa-
tial compression resulting from the perspective projection of
a conic surface whose base is in the plane of the eye. In
addition, Johnston's analysis of minimum-angle-of-resolu-
tion data finds a conic surface with an apical angle of approx-
imately 9 deg to be uniformly resolvable.

In developing this approach, we should note that perspec-
tive distortion depends on two factors-foreshortening and
distance.1 0 For a vertical surface at an acute angle to the
line of sight, a surface patch is foreshortened along the hori-
zontal meridian. In addition, the projected size of the patch
is inversely proportional to the distance of the patch from
the viewer. Viewing distance provides an isotropic transfor-
mation, but foreshortening is anisotropic. Figure 1 shows a
perspective view of circles drawn on a surface slanted toward
the viewer. The change in perspective distortion with posi-
tion along the surface is greater for the horizontal (radial)
direction than for the vertical (tangential) direction. A spa-
tial-scaling model based on the uniform sampling of a slant-
ed surface would be anisotropic and would provide a differ-
ent scaling function for radial and tangential visual-field
directions. An anisotropy of the appropriate type, in which
resolution varies over a greater range in the radial than in the
tangential direction, occurs for the nasal visual field."

The initial investigation tests whether a simple isotropic
magnification of peripheral gratings is sufficient to provide
spatial scaling of peripheral CSF's. The study goes on to
examine the geometric-scaling approach by first attempting
to estimate an appropriate surface model by using psycho-
physical techniques and subsequently using the derived sur-
face model to test spatial scaling for both radial and tangen-
tial visual-field directions. In the experiments below, grat-
ings are always located in the nasal field. For ease of
description, grating orientation will be described as vertical
or horizontal in the conventional way. However, findings
for horizontal and vertical gratings are expected to general-
ize to gratings oriented, respectively, parallel to and at right
angles to visual meridians.

METHOD
Gratings with sinuosidal luminance profiles were generated
on a Tektronix 608 oscilloscope with a P31 phosphor and a
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Fig. 1. A perspective drawing depicting circles lying on a vertical
surface slanted toward the viewer. The change in the major axes of
the ellipse reflects the distance of the surface from the eye. The
change in the minor axis reflects both the change in distance and the
foreshortening.
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Fig. 2. The display monitor, shown as a rectangular box, is located
in the nasal visual field by means of a grid marked out in degrees of
visual eccentricity and distances from the eye. The eye is posi-
tioned over the origin of this polar coordinate system at the right-
hand corner of the horizontal deck.

linearized Z axis by a microprocessor function generator
under computer control. In the first experiment the green
screen had a mean luminance of 10 cd m- 2 , but in subse-
quent experiments the mean luminance was 25 cd m-2 . The
screen was masked with white card to leave a circular aper-
ture of 12-cm diameter throughout. In experiment 1 the
mask was extended to provide a 5.2 cm X 5.2 cm square
grating patch, and this aperture was surrounded with a 0.5-
cm strip of tracing paper to attenuate contrast at the edges
of the grating. The resulting rectangular aperture subtend-
ed 1 deg at a distance of 300 cm. In subsequent experi-
ments, stimulus apertures were generated and controlled
electronically, using a Picasso image synthesizer. In these
experiments edge effects were reduced by ensuring that the
edges of the apertures coincided with zero phase of the sine-
wave luminance profile. The masked areas were transverse-
ly illuminated by a ring of green tungsten-filament indicator
bulbs, providing an even illumination of the masks and a
good match to the mean luminance of the display. Viewing
was monocular throughout, with natural pupils and normal
accommodation. A chin and head rest was used for stabi-
lized viewing, and a fixation spot was placed along the line of
sight at the same height as the grating. Gratings were locat-
ed, at a variety of distances from the observer and eccentrici-
ties in the nasal visual field, by positioning the stimulus on a
horizontal deck marked off in polar coordinates with the
origin at the eye, as shown in Fig. 2.

Contrast thresholds for detecting grating patches were
measured by a staircase described in detail elsewhere. 5 On

each trial either a grating or a blank screen was displayed at
random, and the subject had to decide whether a grating was
visible. Contrast was reduced after a correct detection and
increased after a miss. After a miss the staircase step size
was halved at the next correct detection, until the step size
reached a lower bound. No change in contrast or step size
occurred after a blank trial. When 30 gratings had been
displayed, threshold was determined as the average of the
last 6 contrasts presented.

RESULTS

Experiment 1
Contrast-sensitivity peaks for an optimal match between the
spatial parameters of the stimulus and the sampling proper-
ties of the visual system. If there is a simple isotropic mag-
nification of ganglion-cell size and separation in the visual
periphery and a locally isotropic cortical magnification fac-
tor, then, by simply magnifying foveal and peripheral stimu-
li, we should be able to match CSF's at different visual-field
loci. The shift in the locus of the CSF along the spatial-
frequency axis should give a measure of the spatial grain of
the visual system at a given eccentricity. In addition, if
isotropic scaling holds, there should be no difference in de-
rived scaling factors for horizontal and vertical gratings.

Contrast sensitivity was measured for grating patches, in
each of which the spatial frequency and the angular subtense
were varied together by varying the viewing distance, at a
variety of eccentricities in the nasal visual field. Twelve
cycles were displayed at each viewing distance. The grat-
ings could be oriented either vertically or horizontally and
were always orthogonal to the eye. For the foveal stimuli
this procedure provided a range of spatial frequencies be-
tween 2 and 12 cycles/deg (c/deg).

Contrast sensitivity is plotted against spatial frequency
for vertical gratings [Fig. 3(a)] and horizontal gratings [Fig.
3(b)]. Note that the spatial-frequency axes could equally
well have been labeled as distance, with 12 c/deg being
equivalent to a viewing distance of 300 cm. The data con-
centrate on the high-frequency portion of the contrast-sensi-
tivity curve. It is clear from Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) that the
high-frequency limb of the contrast-sensitivity curves can be
superimposed for both vertical and horizontal gratings by a
lateral translation along the spatial-frequency axis. Scaling
factors are greater for vertical than horizontal gratings [Fig.
4(a)], reflecting the more substantial change in vertical-grat-
ing resolution compared with horizontal-grating resolution
along the nasal horizontal meridian." In Fig. 4(b) the scal-
ing factors for the horizontal gratings are compared with an
average scaling factor derived for the same subject (AJ) by
using similar techniques but with motion-detection and mo-
tion-matching tasks.'2 The scaling factors do not differ
substantially, suggesting that the spatial parameters under-
lying motion analysis and spatial contrast detection are sim-
ilar.

With the procedure used in this study, spatial scaling
appears to be incomplete. In the 0-16-deg range, more
peripheral CSF's can be seen to flatten at lower maximum
contrast sensitivities-a feature apparent in both subjects'
data. Experiment 2 extends the data to lower spatial fre-
quencies for 0 and 20 deg of visual eccentricity.
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Experiment 2
CSF's for vertical and horizontal gratings were measured
with spatial frequency and grating-aperture size varied by
changing viewing distance, as in experiment 1. In this ex-
periment the standard aperture was smaller (2.6 cm), to
permit greater magnification in the periphery without occlu-
sion of the stimulus by the field of view.

We can see from Fig. 5 that the simple stimulus magnifica-
tion procedure used here does not permit superimposition of
foveal and peripheral CSF's by a translation along the spa-
tial-frequency axis. However, this is not entirely inconsis-
tent with M scaling.2' 6"13 Increasing stimulus area tends to
improve contrast sensitivity in the medium-to-low spatial-
frequency range but has little influence on grating resolu-
tion. The match between fovea and periphery in Fig. 5
could be improved by increasing the area of the peripheral
gratings without changing spatial frequency, but this is not
possible with the method used here. However, in the M-
scaling procedure, CSF's are measured by using a constant
aperture at any particular eccentricity, and therefore an
increase in the area of peripheral gratings can be made inde-
pendent of changes in spatial frequency. Since the scaling
factors used by Rovamo and Virsu 6 are greater than those
derived here at peak spatial frequency, M-scaling apertures
are likely to favor peripheral CSF's more than the simple
stimulus magnification method. M scaling could provide a
better match between foveal and peripheral CSF's than is
shown in Fig. 5, but factors in addition to simple isotropic
scaling between fovea and periphery would be required to
explain such an effect.

The above technique, in which apertures and spatial fre-
quency vary together, is unfamiliar but demonstrates that
isotropic explanations of scaling are insufficient. Johnston9

fitted a geometric model to minimum-angle-of-resolution
data and found that a surface at an angle of 9 deg to the line
of sight is uniformly resolvable along its length. This raises
the question of whether we can find a surface that is uni-
formly visible along its length.

To test this proposal, we can measure contrast sensitivity
for stimuli that approximate the appearance of a standard-
sized grating patch on a flat, vertical surface, while varying
the angle that the surface makes with the line of sight. We
can describe stimuli generated by this means with reference
to the hypothetical surface (surface spatial frequency in
cycles per centimeter) or with reference to angular subtense
(in cycles per degree), as is usual. By measuring contrast
sensitivity for a single surface spatial frequency at various
eccentricities in the nasal field, while varying the angle that
the putative surface makes with the line of sight, we can
search for a surface angle that minimizes variation in con-
trast sensitivity with eccentricity. This estimate of an ap-
propriate surface model on the basis of one surface spatial
frequency can then be used in an attempt to match central
and peripheral CSF's.

Experiment 3
Gratings were positioned by means of a range of straight
lines marked on a horizontal deck that radiated from a point
300 cm from the eye. Figure 6 shows the layout of the
stimulus deck for experiment 3. As in previous experi-
ments, the grating was always perpendicular to a line joining
the stimulus and the eye. The right-hand edge of the grat-

ing was positioned at an intersection of the lines radiating
from the eye and those radiating from the surface focal
point. The height of the grating aperture was constant (in
this case 2.4 cm), and its angular subtense simply scaled
inversely with distance from the eye. However, the aperture
width was computer controlled to match the angle subtend-
ed by a grating patch 3 cm wide, placed in the plane of the
putative surface at any location in the nasal visual field.
Because of foreshortening, the rectangular apertures were
elongated vertically at the fovea and became almost square
at 40 deg of eccentricity (see Fig. 1).

Gratings were oriented either horizontally, in which case a
constant four cycles of grating were displayed in the aper-
ture, or vertically, with two complete cycles displayed. Con-
trast-sensitivity measurements were made at a range of ec-
centricities, while the angle that the hypothetical surface
made with the line of sight was varied systematically from 4
to 10 deg.

Contrast sensitivity for horizontal gratings as a function of
surface angle is shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). We can see
that there is a small range of surface angles for which con-
trast sensitivity does not vary radically, supporting the sur-
face-scaling approach. There is an increase in contrast sen-
sitivity with surface angle for foveal gratings, reflecting the
increase in grating length with reduced foreshortening.
There is a considerable decrease in contrast sensitivity with
surface angle for the 40-deg visual-field location, since the
grating stimulus is being moved farther from the eye without
a radical change in foreshortening. A surface of 8 deg mini-
mizes the variation in contrast sensitivity for both subjects,
though this minimum is not sharply defined.

A similar pattern exists for vertical gratings [Figs. 7(c) and
7(d)]. In this case, the increase in contrast sensitivity for
foveal gratings derives from both an increase in grating area
and a decrease in spatial frequency. In the periphery, verti-
cal gratings, like horizontal gratings, become less visible
because they are farther away from the eye. Here the mini-
mum variation in contrast sensitivity is at 5 and 6 deg,
respectively, for subjects JT and AJ, but again the minimum
is not sharply defined.

The specific pattern of results in this experiment may be
dependent on the standard spatial frequencies and aper-
tures chosen at the outset and, though minimum variation in
contrast sensitivity for vertical gratings differs from the
minimum for horizontal gratings, the range of surfaces over
which there is little difference in contrast-sensitivity over-
laps. If the functional basis for changes in resolution in the
periphery relates to the uniform analysis of surfaces, then
surface scaling for vertical and horizontal directions should
concur. Following this line of argument, the minimum vari-
ation in contrast sensitivity was calculated for the full data
set, as a function of surface angle, by adding together the
squares of the deviations from mean contrast sensitivity,
calculated separately for both subjects and both grating
orientations. This procedure provided an overall minimum
variation for a surface angle of 7 deg.

The findings of experiment 3 provide an estimated sur-
face-scaling parameter of 7 deg. We can now test whether
CSF's can be matched for fovea and periphery, using the
surface-scaling technique at a range of spatial scales. This
procedure is most similar to M scaling in that fixed apertures
are used at each eccentricity.
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Experiment 4
For horizontal gratings the stimulus configuration was iden-
tical to the 7-deg surface-angle condition in experiment 3,
but the number of grating cycles enclosed by the aperture
varied from 1 to 8. In the vertical condition the standard
aperture was changed from 3 cm X 2.4 cm to 6 cm X 1 cm to
permit a greater range of surface spatial frequencies and to
limit the grating to the horizontal meridian.

In Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) contrast sensitivities for vertical and

horizontal gratings are plotted against spatial frequency.
The vertical CSF's are spread over a greater spatial-frequen-
cy range than the horizontal CSF's, showing a significant
vertical-horizontal anisotropy. The scaling technique pro-
vides a good match between foveal and peripheral CSF's for
horizontal gratings, but there appears to be a residual effect
of eccentricity on peak contrast sensitivity for vertical grat-
ings.

In Figs. 8(c) and 8(d) the spatial-frequency functions have
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Fig. 3. (a) CSF's for vertical gratings are plotted against spatial frequency for a range of eccentricities in the nasal visual field. Spatial
frequency and aperture size were varied together by changing viewing distance. The data are plotted on log-log axes. Subject is AJ. (b)
Equivalent data for horizontal gratings. (c) The data in (a) have been transposed along the spatial axis until the high-frequency limbs of the
CSF's superimpose. The amount of transposition required at each eccentricity gives a spatial-scaling factor for each eccentricity. (d) Data
derived from horizontal gratings in (b) are transposed along the x axis. (e) Vertical and (f) horizontal transposed data from an additional
subject (JT) are presented.
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with scale factors from a similar study'2 that examined lower threshold for motion and velocity matching in fovea and periphery (squares).
Subject is AJ.

been scaled by expressing the stimulus parameter with re-
spect to a surface at an angle of 7 deg to the line of sight.
Surface scaling is achieved by multiplying spatial frequency
(in cycles per degree) by an inverse spatial-density scaling
factor (in degrees per centimeter) for a 7-deg surface model
to give a surface spatial-frequency value (in cycles per centi-
meter). Scaling for a surface at any angle can be achieved by
using the appropriate surface parameters. A spatial-densi-
ty function is defined here as the rate of change of surface

distance with respect to angular subtense as a function of
visual eccentricity. The derivations of the spatial-density
scaling functions (given in centimeters per radian), for radial
and tangential visual-field directions, are given in Appendix
A.

Though scaling using a 7-deg surface model is adequate
for horizontal gratings, it is insufficient for vertical gratings.
If CSF's in central and peripheral vision had the same shape,
the technique used in experiment 3, of estimating a surface-
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DISCUSSION

tricity' 6 and quadrilateral apertures that exactly reflect
foreshortening.

The resolution gradient is approximately radially sym-
metric; therefore findings should generalize not to all verti-
cal and horizontal gratings but to all gratings perpendicular
and parallel, respectively, to visual meridians. While the
radial-tangential visual-field anisotropy has been explored
above, radial anisotropy in which resolution depends on the
visual meridian studied needs further investigation using
similar techniques. The radial-tangential anisotropy found

----- \ here suggests caution in the interpretation of the effects of
spatial task on the resolution gradient. It has been pro-
posed that hyperacuity thresholds rise faster with eccentric-
ity than does grating acuity,'7"18 suggesting that different
spatial mechanisms are employed in these tasks. However,
grating-acuity functions also depend on stimulus orienta-
tion, rising faster for vertical gratings than for horizontal
gratings. This directional effect could be the basis of the

3. 1 10 31 difference found between hyperacuity and grating-acuity
EQUENCY tasks; therefore comparisons between different spatial tasks
nd 20 deg (filled symbols) should be made at more than one orientation to avoid con-
al (circles) gratings. Spa- founding these variables.
ried together by changing There is no ready explanation of anisotropic resolution on
I on log-log axes. the basis of the cortical projection of visual space, since there

is no systematic global anisotropy in cortical magnification
One surface spatial fre- factor.7' 9 Rovamo et al." point to a magnification anisotro-Howeverfthe respat al fr py in the input layers of striate cortex. Since cortical space
However, the residual is shared between the input layers from each eye, in layer IV
onFortunatcly, therdata cortical magnification should be twice as great along an
Fortunately, the data ocular dominance column as it is across an ocular dominance

faces by means of the column to permit isotropic magnification in other layers.
ig contrast sensitivity However, they note that this maximal difference was not

to determine the best observed, and a simple multiplicative factor applied across
a that the grating aper- the visual field would not affect relative scale factors for
)se appropriate for a 7t fovea and periphery. If, as is most likely, CSF's depend on

a 9-degmodel provided the sizes and separation of ganglion-cell receptive fields
determined by eye, for stimulated by a grating, an explanation of the radial-tan-

h an earlier study9 that gential anisotropy might lie in the shape of those receptive
the minimum angle of fields. If a surface at an oblique angle to the line of sight

/eymouth et al.' 5 The were uniformly sampled by ganglion cells, and foveal gangli-Figs.uth 8et- ).1 Notice on-cell dendritic fields were approximately circular, then
ligs. 8(e)-8(h). Notice dendritic fields would be expected to become increasingly
little effect on the tan- radially elongated as a function of eccentricity. However,

we should note that the magnification factor of the retina

Spatial Scaling and Sampling Geometry
The data support the proposal that a vertical surface strip at
9 deg to the line of sight in the nasal field will be uniformly
resolvable by spatial mechanisms acting in both vertical and
horizontal surface directions. As a consequence, resolution
across the visual field could be expressed as a constant stan-
dard surface distance, though resolution will differ for verti-
cal and horizontal surface directions if expressed in this way.
When expressed in terms of visual angle, differences in reso-
lution for vertical and horizontal gratings give rise to a pre-
dictable vertical-horizontal anisotropy. These findings ex-
tend to a range of spatial scales, but there does exist a small
residual effect of eccentricity on peak contrast sensitivity for
vertical gratings. This might be reduced by using gratings
in which spatial frequency varies continuously with eccen-
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Fig. 6. The display monitor, shown as a rectangular box, is located
on the nasal visual field by means of a grid marked out in degrees of
visual eccentricity and degrees of surface angle: the angle that a
hypothetical surface would make with the line of sight. The moni-
tor was located at intersections of the two sets of grid lines. The eye
is positioned at the right-hand corner of the horizontal deck as
before.
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Fig. 7. (a) Contrast sensitivities are plotted for horizontal gratings that, if projected onto a hypothetical surface at an acute angle to the line of
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centricities in the visual field. Subject is AJ. (b) Equivalent data for subject JT. (c) Contrast-sensitivity measurements for vertical gratings.
Subject is AJ. (d) Equivalent data for subject JT.

would act in an opposite direction to this effect, since radial
retinal magnification decreases faster than tangential mag-
nification in the periphery. 2 0'2 ' Parasol ganglion cells in
human retina do seem to be elongated and oriented radial-
ly,22 but there is no evidence to date of a systematic increase
in elongation with eccentricity, perhaps because of the com-
peting influences discussed above.

Surface Orientation from Surface Structure
Discussion of the resolution gradient of the visual system has
centered on the nature of spatial mechanisms and the bio-

logical determinants of visual resolution, with little debate
about the function of a variable-resolution receptive surface.
However, the object of vision is to provide information about
the layout, motion, and attributes of visible surfaces rather
than the properties of retinal images. Are resolution gradi-
ents part of the problem of how we represent the environ-
ment or part of the solution?

Gibson23 proposed that texture gradients provided infor-
mation about the orientation and layout of surfaces in space.
The usual computational approach to the problem of recov-
ering surface orientation from surface texture is first to reg-
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ister and measure textural primitives within a uniformly
sampled projection plane. Surface orientation is recovered
with the additional assumption of uniform surface texture.
Variable sampling poses a problem for this kind of approach.
Given that it is possible to segment texture primitives, a
nontrivial task, how are primitives measured veridically by
using variable sampling intervals? We would have to pro-
pose that the visual system knows cone separation or gangli-
on-cell field size at any locus in the visual field, but there is
no evidence for this assertion. Stimuli of constant retinal
image size are perceived to be smaller in the periphery, 24' 25
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and stimuli of constant retinal velocity appear to move more
slowly in the periphery,26' 29 which argues against the propos-
al.

Traditional approaches to surface orientation from tex-
ture have concentrated on the projected size of markings on
surfaces. These picture cues are ambiguous, since markings
on one surface can be projected onto any other surface.
Consequently, it has been argued that assumptions of struc-
tural uniformity are required if surface orientation is to be
recovered. However, we might find a novel solution to the
surface orientation from the surface-texture problem by
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Fig. 8. (a) CSF's for vertical gratings plotted against spatial frequency for a range of eccentricities in the nasal visual field. Details of the
changes on aperture dimensions with eccentricity are given in the text. The data are plotted on log-log axes. Subject is AJ. (b) Equivalent
data for horizontal gratings. (c) The data in (a) have been transposed along the spatial axis by expressing the stimulus in terms of surface spa-
tial frequency by the method outlined in the text, using a 7-deg surface-scaling model. (d) Data from the horizontal condition have been scaled
by using a 7-deg model. Data for (e) vertical and (f) horizontal conditions have been transformed by using a 9-deg surface-scaling model, In
(g) and (h) data from an additional experienced observer, MW, who was not aware of the purposes of the experiment, are presented. These
data have also been transposed by using the 9-deg surface-scaling model.

considering the analysis of surface structure. Consider
whether the textural uniformity or the structural uniformity
of an oriented surface can be detected rather than assumed.
Surfaces, like many natural phenomenon, 3 0 are infinitely
detailed: optical magnification simply uncovers more of the

structure of a surface. Thus the representation of natural
visible surfaces is critically dependent on sampling. It fol-
lows that a surface can be detected as structurally uniform
only if it is uniformly resolvable.

If the visual field were sampled uniformly, a picture plane
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surface could be detected as structurally uniform in all direc-
tions. If the surface were slanted, the surface could be
detected as uniform only along lines perpendicular to the
direction of slant. The direction of surface slant is usually
referred to as surface tilt. Stevens,'0 using a similar argu-
ment, has shown that surface tilt can be recovered from an
image by detecting lines or paths in the picture plane for
which there is little variation in texture primitive size.
However, there is no information available about surface
slant from characteristic paths in uniformly sampled im-
ages.

In humans, sampling is approximately uniform along con-
centric circles in the visual field; therefore a structurally
uniform picture plane surface can be detected as uniform
only along concentric circles. A tilted surface projects a
smooth, rectilinear spatial density gradient onto the smooth
radial resolution gradient. The match between spatial den-
sity and resolution should still occur along unique, charac-
teristic paths in the visual field. Intuitively, given the conic-
sampling geometry of the visual field, these paths should be
conic sections, and the form of the characteristic conic sec-
tion should hold information about surface tilt and surface
slant. Determination of these characteristic paths should
permit the appreciation of the geometry of visible surfaces
from a single viewpoint.

Y

O l- b/tan:I X
Fig. 9. A linear strip XY at an angle, a, to the line of sight. The
origin is at the nodal point of the lens of the eye. A point P(x, y) on
the surface is at some eccentricity E in the visual field at a distance s
from X and d from 0.

therefore

b = d sinE + d tan a cosE, (A8)

whence

St(E) = d = b
(A9)sin E + tan a cos E

APPENDIX A
We want to find spatial-density functions that describe the
rate of change of surface extent with respect to visual angle
(in centimeters per radian) as a function of visual eccentrici-
ty for a surface at some angle, a, to the line of sight. These
functions will differ for radial, Sr(E), and tangential, St(E),
visual-field directions.

In the radial direction we have from Fig. 9

y = s sin a,

x = b/tan a - s cos a,

cot E = x/y;

therefore
b/tan a -S cos a,cot E =.

s sin a

whence

b

(Al)

(A2)

(A3)

(A4)

(A5)sin a(tan a cot E + 1)
Differentiating with respect to E, we have

S E)= ds _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _)
dE cos a (sin E + tan a cos E)2 (A6)

The tangential direction is perpendicular to the plane at P.
A small perpendicular at P approximates an arc of the circle
with radius d. Therefore the rate of change of surface dis-
tance with respect to visual angle in the tangential direction
at a given eccentricity is equal to d.

From Fig. 9

b = y + x tan a;
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